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Business Process Management
Art and science of overseeing how work is performed in an organization to ensure
consistent outcomes and to take advantage of improvement opportunities.

BPM is about managing entire chains of events, activities and decisions that add value to
the organization and customers
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Typical examples of processes that can be found in most
organizations include

Order-to-cash

Quote-to-order

Procure-to-pay

Issue-to-resolution

Application-to-approval

Performed by a vendor, which starts when a customer submits an order
and ends when the product or service in question has been delivered to the
customer and the customer has made the corresponding payment.

It starts from the point when a supplier receives a Request for Quote (RFQ) 
from a customer and ends when the customer in question places a 
purchase order based on the received quote.

Starts when someone in an organization determines that a given product or
service needs to be purchased. It ends when the product or service has
been delivered and paid for.

Starts when a customer raises a problem or issue, such as a complaint
related to a defect in a product or an issue encountered when consuming a
service

Starts when someone applies for a benefit or privilege and ends when the
benefit or privilege in question is either granted or denied. This type of
process is common in government agencies
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A process involves

Actors including human actors, organizations, or software systems acting on behalf
of human actors or organizations.

Physical objects such as equipment, materials, products, paper documents.

Informational objects such as electronic documents and electronic records.
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We can view BPM as a continuous cycle comprising the following
phases:

§ The problem arises
§ Processes are identified, delimited and interrelated

§ The current status of the relevant processes is documented

§ They are quantified using performance measures.
§ Problems are identified and prioritized

§ Changes are identified in the process that help solve the 
prioritized problems.

§ Various exchange options are compared

§ Changes are executed to move from the current process to 
the future / proposed process.

Process redesign

§ It determines how well the process is performing.

Process implementation

Process analysis

Process monitoring

Process discovery

Process identification
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Process categories
Porter’s Value Chain Model

§ Cover the essential value 
creation of a company

Core processes
§ Enable execution of core 

processes

Support processes
§ Provide directions and 

practices for the core and 
support processes

Management processes
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Process architecture
§ Level 1 shows the company's value chains.

§ Level 2 provides a decomposition for each business process in the value chains.

§ Level 3 provides additional breakdown into subprocesses and tasks.
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Process architecture: Value chain models for sequence,
decomposition, and specialization

§ Describe that there is a logical sequence between two 
processes

§ The object that is passed between the processes 
characterizes the relationship.

Secuence

§ Describes that there is a decomposition in which a 
specific process is further described in one or more 
threads.

Decomposition

§ Describes that there are several variants of a generic
process.

Specialization
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Process mapping

A drawing used to analyze movement of
people or material. There are many
different specific forms of the flowchart in
use such as systems flowcharts or work
methods flowcharts

Process Flowchart
Lean management method for
analyzing the current state and
designing a future state for the series of
events that take a product or service
from the beginning of the specific
process until it reaches the customer.

Value Stream Mapping

A standard Business Process Model
and Notation (BPMN) will provide
businesses with the capability of
understanding their internal business
procedures in a graphical notation and
will give organizations the ability to
communicate these procedures in a
standard manner.

Business Process
Modeling Notation (BPMN)

Process mapping simply involves describing processes in terms of how the activities within the process relate to
each other.
Flowchart à picture of the separate steps of a process in sequential order, including materials or services entering or
leaving the process (inputs and outputs), decisions that must be made, people who become involved, time involved at
each step, and/or process measurements.

There are many techniques which can be used for process mapping
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Process Flowchart
Commonly used symbols in detailed flowcharts
One step in the process. The step is written inside the box. Usually,
only one arrow goes out of the box.

Direction of flow from one step or decision to another.

Decision based on a question. The question is written in the diamond.
More than one arrow goes out of the diamond, each one showing the
direction the process takes for a given answer to the question. (Often
the answers are "yes" and "no.")

Delay or wait

Link to another page or another flowchart. The same symbol on the
other page indicates that the flow continues there.

Input or output

Document

Alternate symbols for start and end points
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Process Classification Framework (PCF)
Cross Industry Process Classification Framework® (PCF) is a taxonomy of cross-functional
business processes intended to allow the objective comparison of organizational
performance within and among organizations.

www.apc.org/pcf.

http://www.apc.org/pcf
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Process Classification Framework (PCF)

www.apc.org/pcf.

http://www.apc.org/pcf
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SIPOC Diagram
SIPOC (supplier, Input, Process, Output, Client) is a method for describing the process to
be considered. It creates understanding about the customers of the process and can
therefore be used as input for the VoC.

Steps

1. Define the process and its boundaries. 
2. Identify the outputs of the process, including data, services, products, information, 

records, and so on. 
3. For each identified output, identify all of the associated inputs. 
4. Move on to the internal and external customers— those that receive the identified 

outputs. 
5. Move back to the supplier column to identify the internal and external suppliers for 

each identified input. 
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SIPOC Diagram: Example
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Example 1: SIPOC diagram

SIPOC_PizzaSale
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Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)
A standard Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) will provide businesses with the
capability of understanding their internal business procedures in a graphical notation and
will give organizations the ability to communicate these procedures in a standard manner.
Furthermore, the graphical notation will facilitate the understanding of the performance
collaborations and business transactions between the organizations. This will ensure that
businesses will understand themselves and participants in their business and will enable
organizations to adjust to new internal and B2B business circumstances quickly.
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BPMN 2.0: Notation
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Example 1: Pizzeria
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Example 2: Order – to – Cash  process
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Branching and merging:
Activities and events may not necessarily be performed sequentially.

Gateway

§ Split gateway represents a point where the process flow diverges

§ Join gateways represents a point where the process flow converges. Have multiple
incoming sequence flows (representing the branches to be merged) and one outgoing
sequence flow.

The term gateway implies that there is a gating mechanism that either allows or 
disallows passage of tokens through the gateway. 
As flow unites arrive at a gateway, they can be merged together on input, or 
split apart on output depending on the gateway type. 
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Branching and merging : Exclusive decisions

To model the relation between two or more alternative activities à exclusive (XOR) split.

An XOR-join is used to merge two or more alternative branches that may have previously
been forked with an XOR-split.
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Example 3: Exclusive decisions
Consider de following invoice checking process. 
As soon as an invoice is received from a customer, it needs to be checked for mismatches. 
The check may result in any of the following three options: (i) there are no mismatches, in 
which case the invoice is posted; (ii) there are mismatches but these can be corrected, in 
which case the invoice is resent to the customer; and (iii) there are mismatches but these 
cannot be corrected, in which case the invoice is blocked. Once one of these three activities 
is performed the invoice is parked and the process completes.
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Branching and merging: Parallel Execution

When two or more activities do not have any order dependencies on each other they can be
executed in parallel.

An AND-split is used to model the parallel execution of two or more branches

an AND-join is used to synchronize the execution of two or more parallel branches
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Example 4: Parallel Execution
Let us consider the security check at an airport.
Once the boarding pass has been received, passengers proceed to the security check. 
Here they need to pass the personal security screening and the luggage screening. 
Afterwards, they can proceed to the departure level.
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Example 5: A more elaborated version of the order-to-cash process
diagram
Let us extend the order-to-cash example by assuming that a purchase order is only 
confirmed if the product is in stock, otherwise the process completes by rejecting the order. 
If the order is confirmed, the shipment address is received and the requested product is 
shipped while the invoice is emitted and the payment is received. Afterwards, the order is 
archived and the process completes.
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Branching and merging: Inclusive Decisions
Sometimes we may need to take one or more branches after a decision activity

OR gate

Inclusive decisions: At a branch point, at least one flow is activated. At a convergence
point, it waits for all flows that were activated to activate the outgoing
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Example 6: Inclusive Decisions
A company has two warehouses that store different products: Amsterdam and Hamburg.
When an order is received, it is distributed across these warehouses: if some of the relevant
products are maintained in Amsterdam, a sub-order is sent there; likewise, if some relevant
products are maintained in Hamburg, a sub-order is sent there. Afterwards, the order is
registered and the process completes.
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Example 6: Solution 1
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Example 6: Solution 2
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Example 6: Modeling an inclusive decision with the OR gateway
To model situations where a decision may lead to one or more options being taken at the 
same time, we need to use an inclusive (OR) split gateway . An OR-split is similar to the 
XOR-split, but the conditions on its outgoing branches do not need to be mutually exclusive, 
i.e. more than one of them can be true at the same time.
When we encounter an OR-split, we thus take one or more branches depending on which 
conditions are true.
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Example 7: The order-to-cash process model with product
manufacturing
Let us extend the order-to-cash process with the possibility of manufacturing products that 
are not in stock.
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Example 8: Rework and repetition
In the treasury minister’s office, once a ministerial inquiry has been received, it is first
registered into the system. Then the inquiry is investigated so that a ministerial response
can be prepared. The finalization of a response includes the preparation of the response
itself by the cabinet officer and the review of the response by the principal registrar. If the
registrar does not approve the response, the latter needs to be prepared again by the
cabinet officer for review. The process finishes only once the response has been approved.
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Business objects

§ Functional perspective à indicates what
activities should happen in the process

§ Control-flow perspective à indicates
when activities and events should occure

§ Object perspective (data perspective)
àindicates which business objects, also
known as artifacts (e.g. documents, files,
material) are required to perform an activity,
and which ones are produced as a result of
performing an activity.

§

A business process relates to different organizational aspects such as functions, business 
objects, humans, and software systems. 
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Example 9: The order-to-cash example with data objects and data
stores
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Resources

Resource perspective (organizational perspective) à indicates who or what performs
which activity

A resource can be:
§ A process participant, i.e. an individual person like the employee John Smith,
§ A software system, for example a server or a software application,
§ A piece of equipment, such as a printer or a manufacturing plant.

§ resources that can autonomously perform an 
activity, 

§ resources that are merely involved in the 
performance of an activity. 

Active resources Passive resources
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Resources: BPMN provides two constructs to model resource
aspects: pools and lanes
§ Pools à generally used to model resource clases
§ Lanes à used to partition a pool into sub-clases or single resources
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Example 10: The order-to-cash example with resource information
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Example 11: Collaboration diagram between a seller, a customer, and
two suppliers

White box pool 
(private process)

it shows how the seller
organization participates in
the order-to-cash process
in terms of activities,
events, gateways and data
objects.

Black box pool 
(public process)

it hides how these
organizations actually
participate in the order to-
cash process.
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Process decomposition
A sub-process represents a self-contained, composite activity that can be broken down
into smaller units of work.

To improve understandability, we can simplify the model by hiding certain parts within a sub-process ! ! 
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Example 12: Identifying sub-processes in the order-to-cash process
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Events

Message events à capture the interaction 
between our process and another party regarding 
sending messages.

Timer events à indicates that process instances 
start upon the occurrence of a specific event (e.g.
every day at 7 a.m.)

Racing events à two external events race
against each other, the first event that occurs
determines the flow of the process. This race
between external events is captured by means of
the event-based exclusive (XOR) split
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Example 13: Message Events
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Example 14: Timer events
Let us consider the following process at a small claims tribunal.
In a small claims tribunal, callovers occur once a month to set down the matter for the upcoming trials.
The process for setting up a callover starts three weeks prior to the callover day with the preparation of
the callover list containing information such as contact details of the involved parties and estimated
hearing date. One week prior to the callover, the involved parties are contacted to determine if they are
all ready to go to trial. If this is the case, the callover is set, otherwise it is deferred to the next available
slot. Finally on the callover day, the callover material is prepared and the callover is held.
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Example 15: A race condition between an incoming message and a
timer
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Process redesign: Process Optimization

1) Change the order of activities

2) Elimination of activities

3) Group activities

5) Simplify activities

6) Elimination of interfaces

7) Parallel Activities
Before

Before

After

After

4) Outsourcing of activities

Before

After

Before

Before

Bef.

After

After

Aft.

Previous duration Previous duration

Previous duration 

Previous duration

Duración previa

Previous duration

Previous duration

Acelerado

Acelerado

Acelerado

Acelerado
Acelerado

Acelerado

Acelerado

Before

After

Other activity

Other activity

Previous duration 
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Process redesign: The Business Model Canvas
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